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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

OFFICER INVOLVED DEATH of KEVIN S. HIGGINS 

 

On Monday, 07-18-16, at 0159 hours, I, Sergeant Corey Norlander with the Criminal 

Investigation Division of the Sheboygan County Sheriff’s Department, was called to assist in the 

investigation of a robbery and officer involved shooting involving officers of the Sheboygan 

Police Department.  I was called as part of the Regional Response Team (RRT) that was going to 

be investigating this incident on behalf of the Sheboygan Police Department.  My assignments 

as part of this RRT were to be Co-Lead Investigator, the Investigations Supervisor, and also to 

write this investigation summary relative to the Officer Involved Shooting. 

 The Regional Response Team that was assembled included Captain Dave Mack from the 

Winnebago County Sheriff’s Department as Incident Commander, Detective Craig Quick from 

the Winnebago County Sheriff’s Department as Co-Lead Investigator, Detective William Ledger 

from the Fond du Lac Police Department, Detective Steve Kaufman from the Fond du Lac Police 

Department, Detective Lance Dassler from the Sheboygan County Sheriff’s Department, 

Detective Brian Judd from the Sheboygan County Sheriff’s Department, Detective Gerald Urban 

from the Sheboygan County Sheriff’s Department, Detective Brad Abel from the Sheboygan 

County Sheriff’s Department, and the Milwaukee Crime Lab Crime Scene Response Team led by 

Lisa Treffinger. 

 This summary is in no way intended to outline all of the evidence, witnesses, or 

information this investigation has produced.  It is intended to provide an overview of that 

information.  In writing this summary, I also recognize that not all investigative leads have been 

completed, and this investigation remains ongoing. 

 Although this summary is not intended to thoroughly review the armed robbery, I 

recognize this incident does not begin when officers arrived on scene, but when the suspect, 

Kevin S. Higgins, DOB 05-30-79, arrived on scene.  Had Higgins survived this encounter, I would 

be recommending he be charged with: 

 Armed Robbery, in violation of: 

943.32 (1) Whoever, with intent to steal, takes property from the person or presence of the 

owner by either of the following means is guilty of a Class E felony: 

(a) By using force against the person of the owner with intent thereby to overcome his or her 

physical resistance or physical power of resistance to the taking or carrying away of the 

property; or 
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(b) By threatening the imminent use of force against the person of the owner or of another who 

is present with intent thereby to compel the owner to acquiesce in the taking or carrying away 

of the property. 

(2) Whoever violates sub. (1) by use or threat of use of a dangerous weapon, a device or 

container described under s. 941.26 (4) (a) or any article used or fashioned in a manner to lead 

the victim reasonably to believe that it is a dangerous weapon or such a device or container is 

guilty of a Class C felony. 

As well as Endangering Safety by Use of a Dangerous Weapon (pointing firearm at law 

enforcement officer), in violation of: 

941.20 (1m)(b)  Whoever intentionally points a firearm at or towards a law enforcement officer, 

a fire fighter, an emergency medical technician, a first responder, an ambulance driver, or a 

commission warden who is acting in an official capacity and who the person knows or has 

reason to know is a law enforcement officer, a fire fighter, an emergency medical technician, a 

first responder, an ambulance driver, or a commission warden is guilty of a Class H felony. 

Surveillance Video, 911 Calls, and Police Radio Traffic 

 This incident began with a robbery at the Union Avenue Tap, located at 1401 Union Ave, 

City of Sheboygan, County of Sheboygan, State of Wisconsin.  Investigators recovered a video 

surveillance DVR which contained numerous camera angles that record the entire event, 

beginning with Higgins standing outside the building in the south alley/driveway at 23:27:42 

hours.  Higgins enters the bar at 23:28:33 hours.  Higgins is dressed in full camouflage clothing, 

has a hood pulled up over his head, some type of facial covering pulled up from his neck area 

covering his mouth and nose, gloves, and sunglasses.  He has an AR-15 style rifle slung, hanging 

down his right side.  He has a backpack over his left shoulder, and is wearing a vest on the front 

of his body that contains extra magazines for the rifle.  There are four other people in the bar 

who become the victims of this robbery, including: 

 Kurt R. K.  

 Mary A. H. 

 Christopher R. B. 

 Leon W. L. 

At 23:30:10 hours, the bartender, Kurt R. K., is seen in the surveillance video getting 

money from the cash register. 

 At 23:30:54 hours, bar patron Leon W. L. made the first of two 911 calls from the bar.  

Using his cell phone, Leon W. L. provided three brief pieces of information before hanging up:  
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Union Avenue Tap, Get there quick, Robbery.  I reviewed recordings of the 911 calls for this 

information. 

 At 23:31:03 hours, the surveillance video showed Higgins placing some of the money 

that was placed on the bar into his backpack. 

 At 23:31:38 hours, dispatch requested Officers Brandon Kehoe and Anthony Hamilton 

clear the call they were on and advised them dispatch received a call from someone saying we 

should get to the Union Avenue Tap as there is a robbery occurring.   No further information.  

These officers advised immediately that they were en-route, and other assisting officers were 

dispatched. The only other information dispatch could provide before Officer Kehoe and Officer 

Hamilton arrived was the address for the bar. I obtained this specific information by reviewing 

the recordings of the radio traffic. 

 At 23:31:59 hours, the bartender, Kurt R. K., made a 911 call and set his phone down, 

leaving the line open.  He never communicated directly with the dispatcher, but this open line 

call recorded the rest of the incident from this moment through the shooting.  I obtained this 

information by reviewing the recordings of the 911 calls. 

 At 23:32:37 hours, Higgins was seen on surveillance video walking over to a gaming 

machine where Leon W. L. was seated. 

 In reviewing the surveillance video, one of the cameras is placed on the ceiling of the 

bar facing the east entry door, slightly northwest of the door.  At 23:34:16 hours, surveillance 

video shows Higgins starting to leave the bar.  He is backing toward the east facing door, while 

still facing the patrons in the bar area.  His movements are slow during this departure. 

 Police Radio Traffic records Officer Kehoe call out that he and Officer Hamilton are on 

scene, and Officer Kehoe is in command.  Dispatch orders emergency traffic only.  The time for 

this is not specifically logged within the recording, but the dispatcher logged the time in the 

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) Call comments as 23:34:22 hours.   

 Police Radio Traffic records the dispatcher providing Officer Kehoe information that he 

has attempted to call the bar and the line is disconnected.  The dispatcher also advised Officer 

Kehoe that a second dispatcher has an open line from the bar, and a person in the bar is saying 

nobody wants to get killed at the Union Avenue Tap.  Officer Kehoe responded, Copy, We have 

eyes on inside.  Looks like a happy establishment so far.  Keep holding the channel.  The 

dispatcher acknowledged. 

 The next Police Radio Traffic came from Officer Kehoe advising, Shots fired.  (Officer 

Hamilton) and I are 10-4.  Send me everybody.  Stage EMS, 12th and Union.  The dispatcher 
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acknowledged, and dispatched all officers to 1401 Union Avenue for shots fired.  The time the 

dispatcher logged this entry in the CAD Call Log was 23:34:59 hrs. 

 The surveillance video camera described above as showing Higgins starting to leave the 

bar records the entire shooting incident, from the vantage point of the bar ceiling.  The time on 

the DVR is approximately 23:34:17 hours.  Higgins is seen backing into the door, looking into 

the bar area as he opened the door with his right hand.  As Higgins backed out the doorway, 

Officer Hamilton appeared in the camera view.  Officer Hamilton had his handgun pointed at 

Higgins.  Higgins then turned toward Officer Hamilton, turning to Higgins right.  Higgins dropped 

his right hand to grab his slung rifle, which was slung down the right side of his body.  Higgins 

squared up toward the officer, and stepped toward him.  Higgins raised the rifle with his right 

arm, moving his body into a bladed position with his left foot forward and his right foot at the 

threshold of the door. 

 At 23:34:23 hours, surveillance video from the same camera showed Higgins brought 

the rifle to his right shoulder and Higgins pointed the rifle toward Officer Hamilton, as Officer 

Hamilton was moving to his left (south).  The video then showed glass coming from the door 

toward Higgins at about neck height from the left or north, which caused Higgins to move to his 

right until coming into contact with the south door jam. 

 At 23:34:24 hours, the same surveillance camera showed Higgins retreating backwards 

into the hallway of the bar.  The video recorded a second blast of glass through the door, 

coming from the left at Higgins’ head height.  Officer Hamilton was seen still moving to his left 

(south).  Higgins was seen turning to his left toward Officer Kehoe (who was never seen by the 

camera during this gunfire).  At that point, there was an additional blast of glass seen through 

the door, and Higgins let go of the door as he retreated.  Higgins continued to hold the rifle at 

waist height, pointed to the northeast (Officer Kehoe’s unseen position), and there was another 

blast of glass through the lower half of the door. 

 At 23:34:25 hours, the same surveillance camera showed Higgins was completely inside 

the building with his rifle still pointed toward the closing door.  Higgins moved to the south end 

of this hallway.  Two shots are seen coming through the lower glass of the door near the north 

end of the door.  The door completely closed, and the suspect was completely out of view of 

the camera to the south in this hallway. 

 At 23:34:27 hours, the same surveillance camera showed Higgins’ gun appeared in the 

camera view, with his left hand supporting it, as he was falling to the floor. 

 At 23:34:29 hours, the same surveillance camera showed Higgins left foot in the camera 

view. 
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 During the course of Higgins retreating back into the bar, the same surveillance camera 

showed muzzle flashes from Officer Hamilton’s handgun.  Other video surveillance cameras 

show Kurt R. K.’s arm being shot.  Ballistic comparison is needed to determine whose round 

struck Kurt R. K. 

A separate camera that showed the bar area recorded at 23:34:23 hours, Kurt R. K. was 

standing behind the bar across from where Mary A. H. was seated.  All of the people in the bar 

reacted to the police encounter with Higgins.  Kurt R. K. and Mary A. H. both moved to the 

north. 

This camera showed at 23:24:25 hours, Kurt R. K. went to the ground after it appeared 

his right arm was struck by a bullet as he was moving. 

In reviewing the 911 call placed by Kurt R. K. at 23:31:59 hours, which remains an open 

line, I could hear a male voice say, Nobody wants to get killed at Union Avenue Tap.  A short 

time later, the same voice said, nobody wants to get shot. 

At about 2 minutes and 25 seconds into this open line 911 call, a different male voice 

was heard shouting what sounds like, “Hands up.  Drop it.”  Immediately after this, a number of 

loud sounds are heard, which would be consistent with the sound of gunshots.  Following this, 

there are the sounds of distress from a male and female voice, and the male is heard asking, 

“Help”. 

Based on Higgins’ retreat into the dark hallway south of this east door, and the still 

intact glass door swinging closed, officers did not know if Higgins had been struck by gunfire, or 

if he may be waiting in ambush for officers to approach.  There is a lengthy tactical effort to 

determine this, and after numerous interventions, officers made a tactical entry through the 

north door of the bar and made their way to Higgins’ position.  The surveillance video 

throughout the bar records this as happening on Monday, 07-18-16, at 00:18:43 hours.  Two of 

the officers in this entry team were Officer Brandon Kehoe and Officer Jason Pacey.  I mention 

them specifically because I will be citing their observations later in the report. 

Firearms and Shots Fired 

During interviews with Officer Brandon  Kehoe and Officer Anthony Hamilton, as well as 

examination and packaging firearms as evidence, Detective Quick and I determined Officer 

Kehoe had been armed with his department issued Glock 22 .40 caliber handgun, a secondary 

Ruger .38 Special revolver, and later a department issued squad rifle.  Officer Kehoe fired seven 

rounds from his Glock 22, never drew or fired the Ruger revolver, and never fired the squad 

rifle. 
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Officer Hamilton was armed with only his department issued Glock 22 .40 caliber 

handgun.  Officer Hamilton fired six rounds from this handgun. 

A total of thirteen .40 caliber handgun rounds were fired by the officers. 

Detective Dassler and the Crime Lab Crime Scene Response Team collected evidence 

from the scene.  Specifically as it relates to shots fired, thirteen .40 caliber shell casings were 

located, and all fired rounds were accounted for between the scene and the autopsy of Higgins. 

Detective Dassler found that within the backpack Higgins had been carrying, there were 

white socks, which contained six unused white zip strips, six used white zip strips, one LED 

flashlight, black and green in color, one gun mountable laser, black in color, one green 

handkerchief, one 90 round rotary gun magazine, for a .223 caliber rifle, which contained 84 

.223 live rounds of ammunition, 100 rounds of 40 caliber ammunition inside of a plastic bag, 

one box cutter and six blue rubber gloves.  Detective Dassler also found in that backpack a 

wallet with multiple credit cards and a Wisconsin State identification card for Kevin Higgins.  

Also contained in the backpack was $400.00 in US currency, which was found secured in the 

back side of the backpack.  The $400.00 in US currency consisted of three $10 bills, sixteen $20 

bills and one $50 bill.  The six used zip strips were formed into circles, and connected to each 

other, as to form a set of items referred to as flexible handcuffs.  There were two completed 

sets of those, as well as one individual flex cuff and one cut flex cuff.   

Detective Dassler recovered from under the left knee of Higgins, a .223 caliber 30 round 

magazine that was loaded with 30 rounds of .223 caliber ammunition. 

Detective Dassler found Higgins was wearing a load bearing ammunition vest, which was 

camouflaged in color, and contained three 30 round capacity, .223 magazines and ammunition.  

He found the ammunition vest had two holes in it, which appeared to be from bullets passing 

through it.  The first bullet hole was on the left side of the vest, on the outer side of the 

magazine pouch.  Upon removing the magazine from that pouch, he was able to discover what 

appeared to be a .40 caliber bullet had struck the vest and magazine.  The 40 caliber round was 

present, and had passed through the outer wall of the .223 caliber magazine.   The round was 

lodged into several live .223 rounds that were in the magazine.  A total of twenty-six live .223 

rounds were present in that magazine.    The second bullet hole within this vest was located in a 

piece of nylon webbing that attaches from the front load bearing portion of the vest up to the 

shoulder area.  This hole was in the left strap near the shoulder.  Also located within the vest 

were two additional magazines, one additional one on the left side and one in the right side of 

the vest. One of those magazines had green tape wrapped around the bottom of it, and it 

contained 30 .223 live rounds of ammunition.  The other magazine was black in color and 

contained 21 live .223 rounds of ammunition.  
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Detective Dassler recovered a DPMS, Panther Arms, A-15, caliber .223 rifle.  This rifle 

contained some type of optic on top of it, as well as a silencer or suppressor on the end of it.  

The rifle had a 30 round magazine with 26 live rounds of .223 caliber rifle ammunition, and one 

in the chamber. 

Detective Dassler determined that at the time of this incident, Higgins had a total of 318 

rounds of ammunition with him when he entered the tavern to commit the robbery.  218 

rounds would have been .223 caliber rifle ammunition and 100 rounds would have been .40 

caliber pistol ammunition. 

Detective Dassler recovered another round that had struck the horizontal cross bar of 

the door, and stopped there. 

Detectives Urban and Abel also recovered a Kel-Tec Sub-2000 semi-automatic rifle from 

the vehicle Higgins drove to the scene. The rifle was loaded, with the firing safety off, and one 

cartridge was loaded in the chamber.  The rifle was equipped with a "2 Plus 2" high capacity 

magazine, that was loaded with 19 PPU .40 caliber S&W jacketed hollow-point cartridges, and 

11 Winchester .40 caliber full-metal-jacket cartridges.  The rifle was lying with the muzzle on 

the front passenger side floor board, and the stock up onto the front passenger seat. 

Detective Dassler noted that the Crime Lab’s Crime Scene Response Team found no 

evidence that Higgins had fired any rounds. 

Autopsy of Kevin Higgins 

Detective William Ledger accompanied Higgins’ body to Aurora Sheboygan Memorial 

Medical Center for X-rays.  Sheboygan County Medical Examiner David Leffin was present for 

this as well.  The X-rays showed 7 projectiles in Higgins’ body.  Three of the projectiles were in 

and around Higgins’ chest, two were located near Higgins’ hips, one was lodged in Higgins’ right 

chin area, and one looked to be in Higgins’ abdomen area. 

Detective Ledger was present for the autopsy of Kevin Higgins at the Fond du Lac County 

Medical Examiner’s Office.  The autopsy was conducted by Dr. Kelly.  Dr. Kelly’s Provisional 

Autopsy Findings showed a Gunshot Wound to the Head, Gunshot Wound to the Chin (graze 

wound), Gunshot Wound to the Left Chest, Gunshot Wound to the Left Chest (lateral), Bullet 

Jacketing recovered from the right ventricle of the Heart, Gunshot Wound to Left Upper Back, 

and Gunshot Wound to Right Upper Thigh.  Dr. Kelly also notes that Toxicology is Pending, and 

identified Focal Coronary Artery Disease. 

 

Interviews 
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Interviews discussed in this report are not intended to be all inclusive, nor provide all of 

the information the noted witness provided. 

 

 

Interview Leon W. L. 

Detective Steve Kaufman interviewed Leon W. L., Leon W. L. stated that when he came 

into the bar, Kurt R. K. was bartending and his girlfriend, Mary A. H., who is the bar manager, 

was training Kurt R. K.  Leon W. L. mentioned there were other people in the bar at the time he 

arrived, but when the incident occurred, there were only he, Kurt R. K., Mary A. H., and one 

other male patron.  Leon W. L. observed the suspect walk into the bar from the 14th Street side 

door, dressed in camo, with a mask covering the area below his nose, and a knit hat on.  Leon 

W. L. saw the suspect had a black AR15 type gun slung over his right shoulder, with the muzzle 

down.  Leon W. L. asked, “What is this, a joke” as the suspect walked by. 

Once at the bar, Leon W. L. said the suspect said “I’m going to rob the place” or 

something similar to that.  Leon W. L. said it looked like the suspect started to raise the gun at 

this point.  The suspect told Kurt R. K., “I want the money.” 

Mary A. H. said that Kurt R. K. doesn’t know how to get the money, and instead of 

someone getting hurt, she would get the money from the cash drawer.  Mary A. H. then went 

behind the bar to get the money. 

Leon W. L. mentioned that he called 911 at that point from his phone. 

Leon W. L. stated Mary A. H. gave the suspect a stack of money.  The suspect put the 

money in a camouflage bag that was clipped to his waist. 

Leon W. L. described the suspect walking over to him, and there having a conversation.  

During this interaction, the suspect attempted to zip tie Leon W. L. hands together, but Leon W. 

L. did not allow that. 

Leon W. L. observed the suspect start to open the door to leave, and Leon W. L. noted 

the door swings out and the door itself is a solid window.  At the same time the suspect started 

opening the door, Leon W. L. saw through the glass of the door a handgun pointed towards the 

suspect and heard a male voice yelling, “Freeze”.  At that point, Leon W. L. heard 4 “pop, pop, 

pop, pop” and the window of the door shattering.  Leon W. L. explained the 4 pops could have 

been more, but were definitely gunshots. 
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Leon W. L. added that the suspect had the gun pointed forward while walking toward 

this exit door.  The AR15 was still slung over the suspect’s shoulder, but Leon W. L. thought the 

gun was pointed forward from the suspect’s waist. 

 

 

Interview Christopher R. B. 

 Detective Steve Kaufman interviewed Christopher R. B.  Christopher R. B. stated while 

he was in the bar, he noticed the suspect over by a man playing the gaming machines.  This 

suspect was dressed in what looked like army issued camouflage clothing, with a hood up, 

wearing sunglasses, and some kind of camouflage mask that started just below the suspect’s 

nose.  Christopher R. B. thought the suspect was a white male based on Christopher R. B.’s 

seeing the suspect’s nose, which was white. 

 Christopher R. B. also observed the suspect had an AR15 slung on the suspect’s left side.  

Christopher R. B. said the gun looked real with a pretty decent scope.  Christopher R. B. said the 

muzzle of the gun was pointed down. 

 Christopher R. B. observed the suspect walk to the bar and ask Kurt R. K., “Can I get the 

money out of the till?”  Christopher R. B. described Kurt R. K. as looking puzzled.  The suspect 

then said something like, you think this is a joke (or game)?  Christopher R. B. said the suspect 

was not doing anything with the gun, and his voice was very calm. 

 Christopher R. B. observed Kurt R. K. grab the money from the till and place it on the 

bar.  Christopher R. B. observed the suspect grab the larger bills, but not all of the bills, and put 

them in some kind of camouflage backpack.  Christopher R. B. could see the suspect was 

wearing some type of gloves when the suspect did this. 

 Christopher R. B. said the suspect was saying that “you really want to do this”, and also 

something about the military and saving his country. 

 Christopher R. B. saw the suspect go to the back door, which was the same door the 

suspect had entered.  The suspect started opening the door. Christopher R. B. described the 

suspect’s rifle as still slung over the suspect’s shoulder and pointed down. 

 As the door was opened by the suspect, Christopher R. B. heard a male voice that was 

very stern yell “Freeze”.  Within a split second of “freeze”, Christopher R. B. heard several 

gunshots.  Christopher R. B. could not determine how many, but said it was definitely more 
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than two.  The suspect then fell to the ground.  The door which was made of glass also “spider 

webbed”. 

Interview Mary A. H. 

 Detective Ledger interviewed Mary A. H., Mary A. H. stated she worked at the Union 

Avenue Tap on the weekends for extra money.  On Sunday, 07-17-16, she had worked from 

noon until 6:00 p.m.  Mary A. H. fiancée, Kurt R. K., came in to work 6 p.m. to close.  Mary A. H. 

was training Kurt R. K. how to close the bar. 

 Mary A. H. stated at one point there were only two other customers in the bar, who she 

knew by the first names of Leon and Chris. 

 Mary A. H. said at some point, she observed a guy walking towards the bar wearing 

camo pants, some type of hooded sweatshirt with the hood up, a light colored mask over his 

mouth, and dark tinted sunglasses.  Mary A. H. described the suspect as being very calm, 

walking slowly and carrying a backpack.  Mary A. H. observed he had a rifle slung over his right 

shoulder and his right hand was down to his side on the rifle.  The suspect walked up to Kurt R. 

K. at the bar, took out some zip ties, and said “I’m here to take your money”, or something 

similar.  The suspect said he wasn’t kidding, that this was a robbery.  The suspect was handling 

the zip ties, which she described as being commonly used by law enforcement to handcuff or 

restrain people in lieu of actual handcuffs.  Mary A. H. told the suspect she was the official 

bartender as Kurt R. K. was only in training, and she would get him the money.   

 Kurt R. K. opened the cash drawer, and placed all the money on the bar, ranging from 

smaller bills to larger bills.  Mary A. H. observed the suspect shuffling through the money, 

placing some in his pocket and leaving the rest on the bar. 

 The suspect then went over to Leon W. L., and there was conversation between them. 

 After this, the suspect made a comment to Kurt R. K. about “just getting out” and 

“needing money for food”, however Mary A. H. did not know what the suspect meant by that. 

 Mary A. H. observed the suspect turn away from her and began walking toward the side 

entrance of the bar off 14th St., a door which opens outward.  Mary A. H. said she watched the 

suspect as he pushed open the side entrance door and she then heard very loud yelling, and 

she knew the police were on scene.  Mary A. H. said the yelling came from outside, and she 

believed the police officers yelled something about stop or freeze. 

 Mary A. H. then heard at least 5 quick gun shots in a row and saw glass breaking near 

the entrance door.  She got off her stool and near the floor, when she heard Kurt R. K. yell out 
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that he had been hit, referring to being shot.  Mary A. H. then stood up and ran behind the bar 

to check on Kurt R. K. 

Interview Kurt R. K. 

 Detective Ledger interviewed Kurt R. K. at Froedert Medical Center in Wauwatosa.  Kurt 

R. K. said on this Sunday, his fiancée, Mary A. H., had worked noon to 6:00 p.m. and he was 

working 6:00 p.m. to close.  Mary A. H. was training Kurt R. K. how to close the bar. 

 Kurt R. K. said sometime after 11:00 p.m., he saw the suspect come into the bar through 

the side entrance door off 14th St.  Kurt R. K. noticed the suspect was wearing a full camouflage 

outfit, some type of mask covering his mouth and possibly his nose, black and white gloves, and 

carried a utility bag strapped to his waist.  Kurt R. K. also described the suspect was wearing 

black tinted sunglasses and had his hood up. 

 Kurt R. K. noticed the suspect had an AR style rifle hanging over his right shoulder and it 

looked to him to be similar to that of an AK-47 but he wasn’t sure. 

 Kurt R. K. said the suspect was definitely off, messed up, and didn’t know what the hell 

he was doing.  Kurt R. K. said the suspect was saying “really weird shit”. 

 Kurt R. K. didn’t know if this was a joke until he saw the suspect take out zip ties, at 

which time he knew this was serious.   

 Kurt R. K. said the suspect didn’t appear to be normal, but he didn’t know if it was drugs, 

alcohol, or something mental health related. 

 Kurt R. K. said Mary A. H. told the suspect Kurt R. K. was only a trainee, but they would 

turn the money over to him.  Kurt R. K. opened the cash register and removed all the money 

and laid it across the bar.  Kurt R. K. observed the suspect fumble through the money and only 

took a small amount of the money, leaving a lot of it on the bar. 

 Kurt R. K. said when the suspect turned away from him, Kurt R. K. dialed 911 on his cell 

phone and hid his phone under the bar. 

 Kurt R. K. observed the suspect go over to the area where Leon W. L. was and have a 

conversation with him.  The suspect then returned to the bar area by Kurt R. K., and the suspect 

made more unusual comments similar to he “was sorry it had to be like this, but they sent me 

home and I got nothing and I got to eat”.  Kurt R. K. said the suspect was very tentative and said 

he didn’t want to kill anybody tonight.  Kurt R. K. said it looked like the suspect was trying to get 

his thought patterns together and he appeared to be “off kilter”, and wasn’t making sense.  
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Kurt R. K. told the suspect this wasn’t the right way to go about doing this, and then the suspect 

turned around and tried to leave the tavern using the side entrance door off 14th St. 

 Kurt R. K. observed the suspect push open the door and then heard loud screaming.  

Kurt R. K. observed one uniformed police officer at the side entrance and he believed he saw 

one other uniformed police officer through the front glass window.  Kurt R. K. couldn’t 

remember the exact words he heard the officers screaming, but it sounded like, “get down, 

drop your weapon, drop your weapon.”  Kurt R. K. did not see if the suspect ever raised his 

weapon toward the police officers.  Kurt R. K. said he heard multiple gun shots, however he 

ducked down and never saw where the suspect went. 

 Kurt R. K. stated one of the bullets grazed his right breast area causing an injury and a 

second round struck his right lower arm area and it was just dangling and Kurt R. K. couldn’t 

move his arm.  Kurt R. K. stated the bullet went completely through his arm.  Kurt R. K. believed 

it was possible that the bullets that struck his chest and arm came from one of the police 

officers. 

Interview Nicole H. 

 Detective Quick and I interviewed Nicole H., the wife of Kevin Higgins.  Nicole H. had 

called the Sheriff’s Department and advised that she had seen on Facebook that Sheboygan 

Police Officers had shot a man in all camo, and she feared it may be her husband.  Nicole H. was 

cooperative with investigators throughout this investigation. 

 Nicole H. stated as she was putting the girls to bed on Sunday night, Kevin was putting 

his "camo" on. Nicole H. said Kevin does that a lot. Nicole H. stated he was wearing black tennis 

shoes, camo pants, a tannish or light olive-green shirt with a flag on the shoulder, and she ran 

her hand across her left shoulder as she said this. Nicole H. stated Kevin had a camo jacket over 

that, and then a neck warmer around his neck.  Nicole H. described the type of glasses that he 

was wearing, stating he looked ridiculous in them.  Nicole H. said they were black sunglass-type 

glasses, and stated they had sunglass lenses on them. Nicole H. said when she got done putting 

the girls to bed, she came downstairs and he was gone. 

Nicole H. said it might sound weird, but he almost seemed relieved. Nicole H. said Kevin 

was always so scared and paranoid. Nicole H. said on Sunday he seemed kind of scared, but was 

in a brighter mood at the end of the day. 

Nicole H. stated Kevin had two guns that he was fixing for friends. She stated one of 

them was a .40 caliber, but it folded in half, and she demonstrated this with her hands. Nicole 

H. stated Kevin also had an AR-15. Nicole H. said the friend that owned both guns was Darrian 

D. 
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Nicole H. then again began to cry, stating she has hidden these guns in the past, and 

then asked a question to herself, why didn't I hide them better. 

Nicole H. said Kevin has never robbed anyone, or talked about robbing anyone.  

Nicole H. stated Kevin was a disabled veteran. Nicole H. stated Kevin was in the Army 

infantry for four years, and then was in the Air Force for six additional years after that.  Nicole 

H. described Kevin has (    ), and busted his (    ) and (    ) in a wreck. Nicole H. stated Kevin also 

had (    ). 

Nicole H. then went on to talk about Kevin's (    ), and she took him to the VA eight 

different times for problems with that. Nicole H. said six of those times they were turned away, 

telling Kevin that if he was not suicidal or homicidal, they had more important people to talk to. 

Nicole H. said Kevin then (    ) at the VA Hospital down in Milwaukee. Nicole H. stated after ten 

hours in the ER, they finally got up to the (    ), and then Kevin would sleep all day. Nicole H. said 

less than 24 hours later they called and told Nicole H. to pick Kevin up, stating they had nothing 

more they could do for him because he had a (   ) and a (   ). Nicole H. identified Kevin's (   ) as 

Dr. D. from the VA Clinic in Cleveland, and Dr. D. is the (   ) who (   ).  

Nicole H. said two weeks after getting checked out of their VA hospital, Kevin got 

checked into Memorial Hospital. Nicole H. stated they got Kevin on a great regimen of (   ).  

Nicole H.  stated the civilian doctors had him on (   ) and (   ), stating the (   ) boosted the (   ) 

enough. Nicole H. stated Kevin also took (   ), which is for night terrors and (   )-related 

symptoms. 

Nicole H. stated the VA Hospital could not give Kevin the (   ) because they didn't have it, 

so they put him on (   ). Nicole H. stated this (   ) regimen started around February, and Kevin 

was on the (   ) for about four weeks, but the (   ) was making Kevin very groggy. As a result, 

Kevin stopped taking that (   ). They told the doctors Kevin would take the (   ), but the (   ) 

wasn't even the same type of (   ), but was the closest the VA offered.  

Nicole H. said she was just in the process of getting Kevin signed up for Medicaid 

through the state, so that Kevin could continue to see a civilian doctor, and they could afford it. 

Nicole H. went on to describe how the bills have just been piling up as it relates to this. 

Nicole H. talked about the event which occurred in February, that resulted in Kevin's 

being (   ), and she described an event in which she and Kevin were alone and he was suicidal, 

so she called 911. Nicole H. stated at that time Kevin was talking about "suicide by cop". Nicole 

H. talked more about this event, but I also was very familiar with this event, as I was part of the 

incident that she described that occurred on 02-21-16, under Complaint #S16-02828. Nicole H. 

stated the SWAT Team responded that night, and the head of the SWAT Team happened to also 
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be a veteran and convinced Kevin to go to Memorial Hospital. Nicole H. stated Kevin self-

admitted that night. Nicole H. stated that's when Kevin got stabilized on the (   ), with the start 

of the (   ). Nicole H. said Kevin had to switch to the (   ) about a week later, and then said he 

was probably only on the (   ) for about two weeks before getting switched to the (   ). Nicole H. 

said the (   ) made a world of difference. 

(The event described on 02-21-16 did not involve the SWAT team, but involved a 

number of officers who also are part of the SWAT team.  During my phone negotiation with 

Kevin, he was consistently very angry toward police officers, regularly referring to us/me as 

“you fuckers”, and being agitated when discussing police officers.  He did surrender peacefully 

to officers however.) 

Interview Darrian D. 

 Detective Quick and I interviewed Darrian D.,  Darrian D. described himself as like a 

brother to Kevin Higgins, and said Higgins was his best friend. 

 Darrian D. said that he met Higgins one night when he was standing in the middle of the 

street in front of their houses in Plymouth and was screaming.  Darrian D. said there was no 

denying that Kevin had issues, it was always just a matter of who was able to settle him down 

at a given time. 

 Darrian D. then went on to describe Kevin, Nicole H., and the girls all being there Sunday 

sometime.  Darrian D. stated they stopped in, and Kevin and Nicole H. had been drinking. 

Darrian D. had questions about that because Darrian D. was under the understanding that 

Kevin was not drinking. Darrian D. said drinking took Kevin to places that Kevin didn't want to 

go. Darrian D. stated Kevin takes a lot of (   ), and that doesn't mix with alcohol, and Kevin was 

also taking an (     ), maybe (   ), or something like that. Darrian D. said he and Kevin had 

discussed Kevin's just having called the Combat Veterans hotline the night before he was there, 

to help him, and Kevin had reached out to the Combat Veterans hotline many times in the last 

eight days. Darrian D. said it is just not Kevin to go and rob something. Darrian D. said this is a 

total shock in his behavior pattern, as Kevin is always helping, always helping vets. Darrian D. 

said he could not say anything bad about that man. 

 Darrian D. explained that Kevin had traded a drone to someone for a couple guns. 

Darrian D. said Kevin did not want Nicole H. to know.  Darrian D. said he guesses Nicole H. 

would be under the guise that the guns are Darrian D.'s.  Darrian D. said Kevin came and got the 

guns out of Darrian D.'s garage, where he said they were stored for a couple of days, and took 

them back to Kevin's house. Darrian D. stated when they moved, because of Kevin's state and 

his screaming in the streets, Nicole H. assured Darrian D. that the guns would be locked in her 
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father's safe.  Darrian D. said he confronted Nicole H. again about whether or not she had all 

the guns locked up when Kevin was getting denied at the Vet's Hospital, and Nicole H. stated to 

Darrian D. that it was fine, Kevin doesn't know where the guns are, and they're in some kind of 

a chimney at their place. 

 Darrian D. said Kevin was having dreams about killing Nicole H. and S.H.  Darrian D. said 

Kevin had been talking about this as recently as four months ago. Darrian D. said Nicole H. 

knew, and she had come to Darrian D. with that information.  Darrian D. said this robbery 

doesn't make sense to him, and he thinks it was more that Kevin was in fear of hurting his 

family, of hurting people that he did not want to hurt, because he was a kind man, and that got 

the better of him. 

Interview April W. 

 Detective Stewart from the Sheboygan Police Department interviewed April W., from (   

)   

 April W. advised that Kevin and Nicole H., as well as their children, had been at her 

residence on Saturday afternoon celebrating a birthday party for one of her children.  She 

advised that Kevin and Nicole H. had left at about 9:30 that evening.  She advised that Kevin 

appeared very tired but she knew of no issues when they left. 

 April W. advised that Kevin (   ) and that he resented authority.  She advised it seemed 

as though he wanted a confrontation all the time. 

 April W. indicated that her husband, Daniel S., had also served in the military.  She 

advised that Daniel S. had tried to look after Kevin.  Daniel S. had encouraged Kevin to join the 

VFW on 12th and Union and Kevin had spent a lot of time at the VFW.  Although, his time lately 

had dropped off due to the leader at the VFW, identified as Jerry, had put a ban on Kevin's 

drinking due to his (    ) and his (   ) that was (   ) to him. 

 April W. advised that Kevin had told her that it was a police officer that was responsible 

for his dishonorable discharge from the military. 

Excerpt from Report of Officer Jason Pacey 

An entry team was developed by Off. Kehoe, to include a stack of Off. Kehoe, then me, 

Off. Bastil behind me, and Dep. Lemke, who all entered the premises of Union Ave. Tap, 1401 

Union Ave.  The male suspect was observed in the southeast corner in a seated position against 

a wall and door at this corner.  We approached the male suspect, at which point I was able to 

observe the male in the seated position and appeared to be lifeless.  A large pool of blood was 

also observed next to the male suspect.  It should be noted that the male was in the seated 
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position with the assault rifle on his lap, his right index finger on the trigger, and the gun was 

off of safety.  I was able to immediately place the gun on safe, pry the suspect's hand away 

from the trigger, and remove the gun from his possession. 

Interview Officer Brandon Kehoe 

 The interview Detective Quick and I conducted with Officer Kehoe was transcribed, and 

the portions added to this report are from that transcript. 

 Officer Kehoe: So ah, I observe Officer Hamilton get out of his car. I'm walking behind 

him. I'm probably walking probably behind him about as far as you and I are right now, so 

maybe three to four feet um, we're traveling in a southwestern direction, and we're walking 

actually directly towards the northeast corner of the bar because there's a set of windows 

there, and my thought process at that point is I know this bar, I know the layout, I know that 

from that position I can control the bar. There's an entrance on the east, entrance on the north, 

so that's advantageous for us to be in that position. I also know there's some window's there 

where we could assess what's going on inside. So Officer Hamilton and I we get to the the 

exterior east wall and I'm able to look in the window that's towards the northeast corner. I look 

inside, I'm able to identify four patrons. Um, the details of that right now are a little fuzzy, but I 

remember seeing a male behind the bar, I believe a female behind the bar, and then two other 

patrons who, at this point, I believe to be males that were on the opposite side of the bar, the 

patron side, so the east side, and I remember seeing um, everyone is fixated on the southeast 

corner towards that entrance, and it was odd, because the male, who I later learned to be the 

bartender, almost seemed to be laughing, you know, he just seemed to be kind of like, there 

wasn't a look of concern to me um, at that point, but obviously we were still concerned that 

there was something going on at that southeast corner. Um, so that's where we drew our 

attention. We started kind of moving south along that exterior east wall…… 

So we start moving along this way, and I stand just off to if you're facing the ah door, it would 

be off to the right, and Officer Hamilton starts kind of mitering the door, so him and me are 

gonna be kind of moving along just making those initial assessments of what he seen, and the 

door doesn't provide a clear vantage point of the interior of the bar. There is material on there 

that I would, I guess the best way to describe it is what buses put on their windows for like 

advertisement and stuff, so you could see out but you can't see in. And I also realized that ah it 

doesn't cover the whole window, there's like a little strip of the window where it actually 

doesn't cover the whole window, and so as I noticed that, the door opens, and it's opening and 

what I'm seeing at that point is ambient light kind of creating a silhouette on that ah 

transparent material, and I can clearly identify a male figure just just the way the body looked, 

it looked to be a male to me. Um, maybe that was just an assumption I made. He's backing out. 
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Um, I can see like what looks like ah, you know, the buttocks area, shoulders, um and the 

outline of um an AR-15 Platform butt stock. I can see that, I'm I'm very familiar with those type 

of weapons, you know, being on the SWAT Team, so I remember seeing that and ah, he's 

backing out and I'm I'm standing here, and my attention's divided between ah, and I'm sorry, I 

have to back this up a little bit, but I think when I'm by this window, is when I actually drew my 

gun. I initially thought that I did it across the street, but now I think it was actually here, and I 

think I was in like a depressed muzzle like a Sul position, and I moved down here, and my initial 

thought is I see this, and I see Officer Hamilton, and Officer, I hear Officer Hamilton yell ah show 

me your hands, loud, really loud, and I could hear the male at this point he's still verbally 

engaging the patrons, but it's muffled. I can't understand what he's saying, but I can hear that 

there's he's like yelling, but it's just unintelligible to me.  And at that point, I observe the subject 

then turn, and he'd be turning to his left, facing south, and then turning to southeast, and then 

eventually east.  And, at that point, he is right here ah, the gun comes up and is pointed directly 

at Officer Hamilton's face, or on his chest, I'm sorry, and that image like is just burned in my 

head. It probably was a millisecond, but it seemed like it took forever at that point. Um, I hear 

Officer Hamilton say drop it, at that point the next thing that I remember um, I have Trijicon 

night sights on my ah Glock 22, and I remember just like really bright like tennis balls, like right 

right in front of me, and I remember ah squeezing the trigger. I heard one shot, saw the glass 

break on the door. I fired anywhere from probably seven to nine times. Um, that caused the, 

our visibility just got completely reduced because you could not see him anymore, but what I 

did see before ah um the visibility was obstructed, it looked like the suspect actually pushed 

towards this southeast corner. It looked like he moved there, and I know that there's a wall 

here, but I don't know if there is any type of doorway to get out of the bar at that point, I'm not 

sure. Um, and I also don't know if we hit him.  I have no idea, you know, it wasn't clear to me if 

if any of our our rounds, we were close, I'm mean, I'm closer to you and I right now, and I think 

Officer Hamilton was even closer, so I mean shooting in a phone booth basically. Um, at that 

point, I'm immediately concerned of ah him coming out this north entrance and coming around 

on me, so that was my next thing, and so I knew Hamilton was going to be fixated on this door 

and he was gonna own it. Um, I pushed north, I peeked this corner, and I know that there's a 

window here, so I meter this corner, I assess here, and I can see the bar here, there's a male 

here, I believe a female here, and it looked like the male was bleeding from I think it was his 

right arm, and the female looked like she was compressing the injury and putting like towels or 

something on it. There was a male here, and a male here, and I remember seeing this male, it 

was just like standing there and like he had his wallet out, and he was just like he seemed to be 

in shock. And then ah, I was able to look this direction, and there's a pool table here and like an 

obstruction here. I don't know if it's like a stack of chairs or whatever, and then right here was 

like a video poker machine, so this corner didn't have a lot of lighting or strong visibility just 

because it was, it was obstructed. But I remember seeing camouflage, and then, you know, I 
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was able to kind of slow my brain down a little bit, and like this guy's wearing camouflage, but 

it's also a hunting theme bar, so I'm like okay it that some type of decoration or is that him. Um, 

but I'm able to kind of see the silhouette, looks like he's in a seated position. No idea if he's 

alive, nor if he's dead, but I don't see movement. I have my my gun out, got my front sight 

acquired right on what I believe to be maybe his head, it's the highest point that I could see, I 

don't see anything above it. I, I have my gun out, I'm going like this to try to get the um, 

reaction of the patrons so they can self evacuate. Um, they don't respond. My immediate 

concern right now is their welfare. Um, you know, not mine, getting them out, obviously I had 

someone that's injured, you know, my priorities are getting them out and getting that guy aid. 

Um, I end up pushing west, still fixated on that corner. I open the door. I don't remember what I 

said, I might of swore, I don't even know, but I just said something to the effect of get out.  Um, 

I think I only said it once, maybe twice. Everyone self evacuates. This guy walks, out, this guy 

walks out, a female and then the male that was injured come around the corner, they self 

evacuate. I give them orders to stay by the building, it's like a Boost Mobile place or one it's like 

a tailor or something like that, I had them stay there. The female was still giving him aid at that 

point, um, and I had an obligation to make sure that, you know, we have lethal cover on this 

guy because I didn't know what his intentions were, and I knew, you know, I knew everybody 

was coming. Um, I'm sorry, I skipped skipped a spot here, but as I'm pushing north here, I call 

out shots fired, 410, 430, we're 10-4, and then I stage EMS. I don't know why I picked 12th and 

Union, I just did. I don't know if it's because the gas station's so bright, that I just, you know, 

thought that would be the best place to stage EMS, but that's the place I picked. Um, in 

hindsight, I probably should have had them go west, um, but whatever. Um, at that point, I'm 

still fixated there, and my next concern is that I remember seeing that this guy had what looked 

like ah a sound suppressor on his rifle. I remember seeing that. I remember that just, I mean, 

cuz it, when you're familiar with firearms, you're used to seeing the flash, the pressure, small, 

it's the same, you know, diameter of the the rifle, and it was a big cylinder, and I know that 

sometimes during these incidents that officers will get shot, and right away maybe not realize 

it, you know, that so my next concern is is Hamilton okay. Now I'm I'm dividing my attention to 

making sure that I have this guy covered, but did TJ take a round and I just not know it, cuz I 

have that image of that rifle pointed at his chest, and it's it's sticking with me, and I wanna 

make sure that he's good. Um, I hear his voice on the radio. Um, I remember either I'm pretty 

sure I yelled on the radio um, for him to get behind engine block cover. Um, there was a big 

pickup truck, a Chevy truck, and I'm like get get behind cover, get behind that engine block, and 

hold that door.  I, I remember yelling something to that effect, and then I'm holding this 

position in the window.  ….. 

I had my eyes fixated on the suspect the entire time, no movement at all, at all, so at that point 

um, I still wasn't sure if the E.R.T. Team was being activated um, but then Officer Braesch 
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advised that he was able to see clearly, you know, that the, the guy was sitting down, um, had a 

rifle in his hand, it was on fire, the finger was on the trigger guard, no signs of life, no signs of 

movement. We ah, determined at that point, that we were gonna be making our entry because 

this person was deceased. We we believed. Um, because I knew the most about everything that 

had happened, and because of my tactical experience, um, I designated myself as the point 

person for the entry, and then um, assigned Officer Pacey, Officer Bastil, Officer Braesch, and I 

believe Deputy Chris Lemke to follow me in in an entry element. Ah, we initially ah, I opened 

the door. I think I yelled Sheboygan Police show me your hands, but I don't exactly remember. I 

remember there being a pool table here which really obstructed things for me, and I had to 

make a decision on whether I was going to move to the right of it, or to the bar, or move to the 

left of it, um, and I determined at that point that if I moved to the right of it, the angles just 

aren't gonna work for me because of this, it was like a stack of chairs or whatever it was, so I 

decided to move to the left, and as I get to the pool table, I remember maybe just hesitating for 

a second, and I could see what looked like blood, and maybe like um, if you would drag a drag 

something in blood, you know, there was some marks on the floor, and I determined that there, 

there was an injury, you know, there was some type of injury that was ah, that had occurred. So 

I moved towards the suspect, um, I remember getting to about this wall here, it's like just a 

partial wall where I think the bathrooms are over here, and I remember saying like don't move, 

or don't fucking move, or something to that effect. Um, I get closer to him, I can see um, I can't 

see his face, he's actually facing, you know, just directly parallel to the south south wall with his 

back to the, to the east, and I can see the gun almost at a level parallel to the ground, um, not 

down, but I mean if he would have fired a round it would have been definitely in the line of 

sight, or, you know, the line of fire of the officers that were outside. He's wearing camouflage, I 

can identify M4 mags, you know, all over the chest, and I'm just, at that point I'm like wow, you 

know, it's starting to kinda resonate. I can see what looks like ah, almost like skeleton gloves. It 

was kinda weird, but I can see that the weapon's on fire, his ah finger is in the trigger guard like 

on on the um, the trigger, and there's no signs of life. I don't see the chest rising. I don't see any 

type of movement at all. So I kind of come up um, like this with my butt stock kind of above my, 

kind of by my right ear so I can index so that, if I would have to, if he would  move and I would 

have to fire the round, it would go down into the top of his skull into the, into his body, and I 

again, I told him don't move, and ah, I believe it was Officer Pacey came to my left, moved the 

selector switch on to safe, I think actually pushed his finger out of the trigger guard, and then I 

think tried to grab the rifle, but he had a single-point sling on, and it was slung up around his 

neck, and then I saw a knife ah, open up, I think it was Officer Pacey just was able to like quickly 

cut the sling off. 

Interview Officer Anthony Hamilton 
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 The interview Detective Quick and I conducted with Officer Hamilton was transcribed, 

and the portions added to this report are from that transcript. 

 Officer Hamilton - And he just kind of pulled up and we kind of met at the corner up 

there 

Sergeant Norlander - OK when you say the corner are we talking the street corner the building 

corner? 

Officer Hamilton - It initially the street corner it's the ah so it's going to be I'm not ah I guess on 

Union Avenue it's a southeast corner um we met there.  We walked ah I remember walking up 

to the bar I guess I wasn't paying attention to what Brandon was doing but I walked up to the 

first window which was on the east side of the bar the northeast side and ah I looked in. From 

what I remember there is like a baldish ah male bartender appeared to be behind the bar. I 

think there was a woman I don't know if she was behind the bar or in front of the bar could 

have been in front of the bar on a barstool and they both had their attention directed to the 

southeast corner of the bar and they were speaking with their hands up like they were I don't 

know if they were trying to explain or begging or trying to reason but they were really using 

their hands and shaking their hands back and forth like trying to get their point across I guess.  

Ah on top of the bar it appeared that there was just a pile of cash on the bar and I tried looking 

through the window more and I could not see ah who they were directing their focus at so I we 

I walked towards the south. There is a window in the middle of the building it had some kind of 

haze or some kind of covering on it I couldn't see in and then being in that bar previous for a 

previous disturbances I knew there was a back door on the east side so I continued walking and 

there is a glass door which was covered in some kind of I'm going to call it a decal because it's 

very similar to like people put them on their pick up trucks a decal of an image where you can 

put them inside the vehicle you can see out but you can't necessarily see in. I never did see if 

there was an actual image on the other side but this is an adhesive that sticks to the window. 

This is what I am assuming this is on this window and Brandon and I are you know don't even 

have time to talk the door opens and there is a guy there in a camouflage green camouflage 

jacket um he is backing towards me. He has no idea we are there in fact I'm right in front of him 

and ah I say police stop he turns around he ah has an AR15 rifle, a mask he has these whitish 

colored gloves. I think he has a vest on it looks like there is magazines ah he a kind of a faulty 

type jacket, maybe a hood and ah at this time the muzzle is pointed to the ground. I noticed the 

muzzle is fat at the end and being an armorer and ah knowledge in firearms it appears there 

that there is like some kind of um silencer affixed to the end of the barrel.  There is a scope on 

it.  It's got a carrying handle and ah I was so focused I even seen I think the ah hand guards read 

like the letters ah UTG or something on the grips of the hand guards.  Been to being to different 

calls like this before and people a lot of time use an air soft or toy type guns I'm like thinking 
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wow this is really real this guy is ready to go this guy is possibly a military guy cause being in the 

military it's all type military gear, military rifle and tell him to let me see his hands. I may have I 

can't remember if I told him to set the gun I want to say I told him to drop the gun and ah 

everything just got really slow the he really didn't have it to his shoulder but he had it down at a 

what I would call shooting from the hip.  He lifted the muzzle up towards me and I was at that 

time I just pulled the trigger and ah I pulled the trigger and pulled the trigger and ah he fell into 

the doorway or fell somehow and came back inside the building. I remember the door must 

have had some kind of spring or shock or something on it and ah I shot behind him. Um I 

backed up to cover. I remember Brandon yelling cover cover. I ran back to cover behind a a 

front wheel of a vehicle initially like a black Saturn and I'm thinking this guy has a vest, this guy 

is going to come back out. I my gun felt so light in my hand I just dropped the mag, did a tactical 

reload, put a fresh mag in the gun, reevaluated the southeast corner of the building. I ah 

nothing was moving at this time. Brandon was at the northeast of the building. I ah remember 

hearing sirens coming and Brandon all over the radio. I ah then began checking that vehicle. I 

quick peeked inside and now I'm thinking maybe this guy has somebody else with him. I check 

that and make sure there is no one in that.  There is a silver, I think Toyota parked in front of 

that. I got behind that. I checked inside the vehicle that quick.  I kind of did a quick scan to make 

sure no one else was coming up on me.  Officers started showing up and ah Officer Rakow came 

to back me up with his long gun. ……. 

Sergeant Norlander - OK.  So you have now broken out the complete door with the two objects, 

the pail and the log.  Officer Braesch has thrown the flash bang.  Ah you guys retreated, there 

was no signs of movement.  You have now gone back up to the door and you in your words you 

said were feeling braver now then when we were looking in and shinning our flashlight on him.  

Officer Hamilton – Yes  

Sergeant Norlander -  Tell me about his position again. 

Officer Hamilton - There is like this ah wall, half wall kind of thing or something he was leaned 

up against.  He was sitting on the ground back to the wall.  He had ah his legs pulled up half way 

to his chest so he had the rifle still to his waist like at the hip area waist and the form of the rifle 

and his hand were up on his knee and it was somewhat facing the door that's the one I entered.  

His fingers on the trigger, selector switch on the rifle is on fire straight up and down.  I could see 

the hole in the suppressor or the silencer.   I could see the scope on the gun, I could see the 

magazine.  The hood was still kind of coming down over he face, saw the gloves, the magazines 

in front of him that's what I remember. 
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Sergeant Norlander - OK.  And this is going to ask for a little bit of speculation.  If you were 

standing upright and you just free fell backward is there based on the way this is laid out is it 

possible to fall into this position or do you have to put yourself into this position? 

Officer Hamilton - I would say I would say you could fall into that position, however, you know if 

you just fell I think you would have to sit yourself up against the wall to that position and then it 

was almost as if he had moved he was directly ahead of me when I shot him and right in the 

doorway and it was almost like it was open to the right behind him a little bit like when you go 

into the bar and to the left there is like this half wall or something there.   It was almost like he 

sat down slid over to that corner as far over as he could and he was ready.  I mean being in the 

military ah 3 tours in Iraq I have a hard time believing he would have just fallen with his finger 

on that trigger and that gun didn't go off.  I would like to I think he I think you could fall into 

that position but I think he sat to that position. 

Sergeant Norlander - OK.  OK. During your time in  Iraq or any other experiences you have had 

have you seen people die from gunfire?   

Officer Hamilton - Lots yes. 

Sergeant Norlander - OK.  Um and from that experience I'm not going to get any more specific 

but from that experience would you think this would be a typical position to fall to or you think 

it would not be typical.   

Officer Hamilton - Not typical. 

Sergeant Norlander - OK 

Officer Hamilton - Typical if you are still alive and you needed to use that firearm again. 

Prior Mental Health History for Higgins 

 In the interview sections for Nicole H. and Darrian D. above, they spoke of mental health 

history that Kevin Higgins was experiencing.  Kevin Higgins is purported to have combat based (    

).  I use the word purported only because I have not verified it with medical records, not 

because I don’t believe it. 

 Law enforcement contacts that are related to mental health related contacts with Kevin 

Higgins include: 

 On 09-19-15, Plymouth Police Department had contact with Kevin Higgins for creating a 

disturbance by screaming in the street.  Kevin was found to be intoxicated at the time.  

Case number:  P15-03419. 
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 On 10-11-15, Plymouth Police Department had contact with Kevin Higgins for creating a 

disturbance by screaming in the street.  Kevin was found to be intoxicated at the time.  

Case number:  P15-03692. 

 On 02-21-16, Sheboygan County Sheriff’s Deputies had contact with Kevin after he told 

his wife Nicole H. that he was going to commit “suicide by cop”.  Kevin was very 

agitated, but ultimately surrendered to officers, and underwent self- committal at 

Aurora Sheboygan Memorial Medical Center. Complaint number S16-02828. 

Intent 

 In my 25 years as a law enforcement officer, I have found intent to be the most 

challenging element to quantify.  The intent element answers the question, “Why?”  

Oftentimes, verbal or written statements from the offender are the most reliable way to 

determine intent.  Those statements always have to be compared to the offender’s actions, 

however, to compare the veracity of the statements. 

 Absent any statement, however, an officer must base intent on actions alone, but 

compared to the individual’s typical actions (character).  Both Nicole H. and Darrian D., who 

know Kevin Higgins better than anyone else interviewed, describe this behavior as being out of 

character for Kevin Higgins.  They described this in different and multiple ways. 

 Yet, suicidal ideation was not atypical for Kevin Higgins.  He talked about “suicide by 

cop”.  He was even having dreams of killing his wife and daughter.  These things, according to 

Nicole H. and Darrian D., were not atypical for Kevin Higgins. 

 But taking an AR-15 and going into a bar to rob it was considered out of character by 

Nicole H. and Darrian D.   

 This investigative team considered the following factors regarding intent: 

 April W.’s comments about Higgins resenting authority, and Higgins feeling a police 

officer was responsible for his dishonorable discharge from the military. 

 Higgins’ hostility toward officers in the phone call I had with him in February 2016.   

 Higgins does not point the rifle at any civilian in the bar, but only at police officers when 

they confront him.  

 Higgins’ loaded AR-15, with safety off and finger on the trigger as he levels that firearm 

at the chest of Officer Hamilton.  

 The multiple rounds that he carried on his person, for both the AR-15 and the Kel-tec 

.40 caliber.   
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 The Kel-tec’s position in his get-away car, muzzle to the floor and stock on the front 

passenger seat, fully loaded, safety off and round chambered.  This is a position that 

makes using this firearm very easy for the vehicle’s driver. The only feasible reason for 

this firearm to be in that position and condition would be to use it on officers when 

stopped by them.  

 Even at the point of his death, Kevin Higgins positioned himself in an attack posture, 

with his back in a corner, his firearm aimed at the doorway, his safety in the off position, 

and his finger on the trigger. 

 The investigative team discussed the intent component at length.  The team 

acknowledges that Kevin Higgins said a long good bye to his wife and children before leaving 

the house that night.  We acknowledge that Kevin Higgins seemed at peace that Sunday 

evening.  We acknowledge that Kevin Higgins did not expect to survive this encounter.  This 

investigative team believes that Kevin Higgins intended to shoot it out with police officers in the 

process, but this was interrupted and halted by the rapid response of these officers. 

End of Summary Report. 
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